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Workforce Development and
Veterans Health: Areas of
Opportunity for the Clinical
Laboratory Community
Patrick Cooney, ASCLS Legislative Consultant
While many will assert the 113th Congress (2013-2014)
was one of the least productive in our nation’s history
(if enactment of legislation can be used as a measure),
it is true that some major legislation was enacted
which will have a lasting impact on health care and the
health care workforce. Reauthorization of federal
workforce development programs and efforts to
enhance care in veterans’ health facilities will have an
impact on access to health care professionals, including
clinical laboratory scientists, in the years to come.
Workforce Development
The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(H.R.803; P.L. 113-128) authorizes over $22 billion
over the next five years for programs that invest in
workforce development. The legislation passed both
the House and Senate with strong bipartisan support
and was signed into law by President Barack Obama
on July 22, 2014. Last authorized in 2003, this new
law consolidates several programs into one funding
stream and provides states and localities with additional
flexibility as to where funds are directed. Each ASCLS
Chapter should be in touch with the state and
local workforce investment boards in their state to
ensure they are aware of the needs in the clinical
laboratory community.
The new law requires states to devise a plan to outline
a three-year strategy for the statewide workforce
investment system. In supporting the legislation the
White House stated, “It represents an important bipartisan
compromise that will help individuals, including people
with disabilities, acquire the skills they need to succeed
in the workforce and employers find the skilled workers
they need to compete in the global economy.
Continued on Page 14
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Come to Hotlanta in 2015
Dave Falleur, M.Ed., MT(ASCP)
The ASCLS Annual Meeting and the ASCLS
Advanced Management Institute will return to
Atlanta, Georgia in 2015. There were more than 150
program proposals submitted for the Annual Meeting
and Advanced Management Institute.
In its second year, the Advanced Management Institute
will be held on the Sunday and Monday prior to the
start of the Annual Meeting. The AMI subcommittee
selected proposals prior to the AMSC meeting and
provided a draft schedule to the AMSC Committee.
The pillar this year will be focused on people, with a
second track of various topics being offered. The AMI
Program will appear in the ASCLS-2015 Preliminary
Program that you should receive in March.
Major changes to the 2015 Annual Meeting include:
• Continuing two sessions jointly sponsored by
ASCP and ASCLS during the meeting.
• The Board of Certification (BOC) update will be
held from 5:30-6:00 on Wednesday.
• Elections will be held in the Region Caucuses.
• Added “Hot Topics” for several disciplines
• Dedicated exhibit hours on Thursday
• BOC Quiz game session for students
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President’s Message
Susanne Norris Zanto, MPH, MLS(ASCP)CMSM
ASCLS President 2014-2015

Consumer Advocacy: We Have a Role and a Responsibility
In continuing to describe the 2014-15 ASCLS Strategy
Canvas, this article will focus on increasing our
member participation in professional development
opportunities. Those of you that have had an
opportunity to attend a national ASCLS Board of
Directors (BOD) meeting know that we follow an
action-driven agenda. Only requests for action or
items of concern are discussed as part of the agenda.
These issues are raised by our grass roots members
through their state ASCLS President and Regional
Director, or from Committees or Task Forces. Every
BOD meeting I attend contains concerns from our
members throughout the country about the lack of
volunteers willing to step forward to fill leadership
positions in ASCLS at all levels.
Those continuing concerns led to the introduction of
the ASCLS Leadership Academy which is currently
in its 8th year of providing participants with the skills
needed to be successful leaders – not just in ASCLS,
or in their personal life, but also in their workplace.
Leadership Academy graduates are filling leadership
positions in ASCLS and in their workplaces, and this
model is also being used in ASCLS Regions, a more
local level. I know that Regions V and VIII are in the
second year of developing leaders at that level.
So, we have listened to the concerns of our members,
and tried to address them by providing ways for our
members to gain the skills, confidence and selfesteem to step into leadership roles. So why do we
still struggle? Most people would say they just don’t
have the time to volunteer. But it usually isn’t that they
really don’t have time. We make our own priorities.
When people say they don’t have time, they really
mean “I don’t have time for that.” So, how do we
encourage members to make volunteering a priority in
their lives?
For many, it starts with a cause. People are more

likely to join, to volunteer, to lead, if they have a cause
they believe in. In my early years, I will admit I was a
mailbox member of ASCLS, paying my dues, but not
really getting involved. But in the late 1980’s ASCLS-MT
started its bid for state licensure, and I was interested
in the cause, although I wasn’t sure what I could do
to help. My co-worker, Anne Weber, was in ASCLS-MT
leadership, and asked me if I would be willing to
serve as the newsletter editor. Being Editor of the
Montana Laboratory News was a great opportunity to
learn about ASCLS, as well as promote our licensure
efforts. I also had a chance to lobby for our bill, and
after coaching by our lobbyist, this shy member found
the nerve to approach members of the Montana
Legislature, and ask for their support. I still remember
to this day that you never leave without the “ask,”
which in this case was to ask if I could count on
their support.
So I became involved in ASCLS leadership because
of a cause, but I found that volunteering for ASCLS
offered me so much more. I ran across this blog
by author Michele Hush, who serves as a member
of the Board of Directors for New York Women in
Communications, and the reasons she lists for
volunteering resonates with me, as well.
• Networking – What better opportunity to meet
professionals from all walks of clinical laboratory
science, from educators, to students, to industry
representatives, to folks who work in specific
disciplines or in different clinical settings. You get
to learn about what they do, share what you do,
and find a common bond.
• It’s a reality check– Working with other “seasoned”
professionals quickly tells you how good you are,
where you need to improve and what you need to
learn more about.
• Personal gratification – I find personal satisfaction
Continued on Page 14
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Time to Apply for your 2015 Scholarship or Grant
George A. Fritsma, Chair, E&R Fund, Inc.
Apply Now
Our 2015 ASCLS Education and Research Fund, Inc. scholarship and grant cycle begins anew January 1, 2015.
Application forms and instructions are available at http://www.ascls.org/about-us/education-and-research-fund ,
and the deadlines are April 1 for scholarships and May 1 for grants. Please print and US-mail your scholarship
applications with accompanying transcripts and references to Joe Briden, AMTF Executive Secretary, 7809
South 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ, 85041-7736. Joe processes scholarship applications for both the E&R fund and
AMTF. Please email your grant applications to ASCLS Executive Vice President, Elissa Passiment,
elissap@ascls.org.
New Scholarship Awards
In 2014 for the first time we awarded two new scholarships, one provided by Kay Southern, honoring past E&R
Chair, Dan Southern, and one from Jim Kanuth memorializing Michelle S. Kanuth, former E&R chair, trustee,
and long-time active ASCLS supporter. We also awarded the E&R Fund Memorial Scholarship funded by several
contributors who made one-time contributions to honor or memorialize friends and colleagues. In addition, we
awarded several scholarships funded through our silent auction and through the Edward C. Dolbey trust fund,
which awards the only graduate student scholarship in our profession, as well as several undergraduate scholarships.
E&R Fund Grants
The E&R Fund grant program attracted a record 9 applications for our member grant and 9 for the I. Dean Spradling
graduate student grant, and was able to award one graduate student grant and 2 member grants in 2014. So
don’t forget to email your grant applications to ASCLS Executive Vice President, Elissa Passiment,
elissap@ascls.org.
Contribute to E&R Fund
You are probably one of our many generous ASCLS members who faithfully support the 501c3 (tax exempt) E&R
Fund at the time of membership renewal and at our silent auction, but you may wish to do more to invest in your
profession. The E&R Memorial Fund provides such an opportunity. In 2014, a generous member contributed
$2000 to the Memorial scholarship fund in memory of former ASCLS president, Annamarie Barros, who passed
away in 2014. The donor’s name (with permission) and the person honored or memorialized will be provided to
the awardee and announced at our annual awards ceremony. Perhaps you know someone whom you would like
to honor with your one-time gift to the memorial fund; for 2015, an additional $1000 would enable us to provide
two memorial fund scholarships and honor two individuals. Use the DONATE button that appears on www.ascls.org
to make your contribution, or simply mail your check to our office, c/o Elissa Passiment, American Society for
Clinical Laboratory Science, 1861 International Drive, Suite 200, McLean, VA 22102. Alternatively, if you would
like to honor Dan Southern or memorialize Michelle Kanuth, please add a note that your contribution is to go to
their respective scholarship funds. Let’s top 2014 and support our profession by underwriting our promising
young scholars.

The ASCLS DCLS Oversight Committee is pleased to announce the development of the “DCLS Tool Kit –
A Resource for Educators”. This resource is available on the ASCLS website under “Educators’ Info.”
http://www.ascls.org/educator-s-information/dcls-tool-kit-a-resource-for-educators
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Crisis and Change in Higher Education:
The Rule, Not the Exception
Janelle M. Chiasera, PhD, Chair and Professor,
University of Alabama at Birmingham,
Department of Clinical and Diagnostic Sciences

Crisis and change in higher education is challenging
the nature, values, and control of higher education.
Changes both within and outside the university are
altering its students, faculty, governance, curriculum,
functions, and external reputation. The days of being
everything to everyone are long gone as universities
are pressured to think strategically, act strategically,
and resource strategically. So, what has changed
in higher education in the twenty-first century that
is causing this radical shift in thought and practice?
Shrinking state funding, a steady decline in research
funding, a competitive and chaotic environment,
changing and uncertain job markets, and increased
accountability and public scrutiny, to name a few, are
the challenges keeping academic administrators up
at night.
To make a long story short, funding is down, tuition
is up, and administrators are forced to invest the
dwindling dollars they have on strategic priorities. In
far too many cases academic administrators become
narrowly focused on the economic bottom line of each
program, individually, as opposed to a comprehensive
strategic mix of programs that together contribute to
an overall economic bottom line and strategic direction.
It is becoming more and more common for academic
administrators to make unpopular decisions to make
ends meet. Let’s face it, we have seen this thinking
play itself out over the years as CLS programs have
closed nationwide and as many of us have been
approached by our colleagues to produce letters of
support to prevent their programs being closed. We
should not be surprised by this and cannot afford to
fly under the radar hoping that academic administrators
will understand the value we bring to the table and

then act surprised when they actually have no idea of
the true value we bring.
In these challenging economic times, it is our obligation
to develop a clear and easily communicated value
proposition that includes our integration so much
within healthcare or other academic programs that it
would be impossible for the “whole” to survive without
us. Great leaders, academic and otherwise, are those
who create, what Jim Collins called in his best-selling
book Good to Great, their hedgehog concept – a concept
that is the intersection of:
1) what a company can be truly great at
2) what drives their economic engine
3) what they are truly passionate about.

Best

Economic
Engine

Hedgehog
Concept

Passion

This concept should not be developed by us alone,
rather, we need multiple stakeholders at the table who
can help us develop, communicate, and, more importantly, carryout the concept. While crisis and change
may be the rule more than the exception these days,
in the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “We can be the
change we wish to see in the world.”

The Department of Clinical Laboratory Science, College of Health Sciences, Marquette University invites
applicants for a tenure-track Assistant Professor position beginning as early as January, 2015. Requirements
include a PhD in a relevant field and ASCP certification. The candidate will be expected to teach undergraduate
and potential graduate CLS courses and establish a successful externally funded research program. All areas
of CLS expertise will be considered.
Interested candidates should apply through the Marquette University employment portal: https://employment.
marquette.edu/postings/2679. Questions may be directed to: Dr. April Harkins Marquette University
Department of CLS PO Box 1881 Milwaukee, WI 53201 (414) 288-3402 april.harkins@marquette.edu
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE WITH ASCLS, CLMA, ASCP, AGT & AMT!

Legislative Symposium 2015
March 16 - 17, 2015
Washington, D.C.

ASCLS IS PROUD TO WORK WITH CLMA, ASCP, AMT and now AGT on the 2015 Legislative Symposium. Joining
an ASCLS tradition since 1989, CLMA, ASCP, AMT and AGT members will meet with their Representatives and
Senators on Capitol Hill as a unified front on behalf of our profession. We need you!! – laboratory professionals
and leaders – to come to Washington to provide a presence and informed voice and make our concerns known
inside Congress!

Issue Briefings
 CMS Lab Fee Schedule Project
 Personnel Shortage and HRSA

 Newborn Screening
 Molecular Tests Reimbursement

Education, Experience, Leadership
A key component of the Legislative Symposium is a guided education in the “how-to’s” of lobbying. Our
sessions will familiarize you with the organizational structure of Congressional offices, committees and staff. You
will be coached on presentation techniques specifically tailored for the political environment. Newcomers will
know what to expect and what to do when they arrive on Capitol Hill for appointments on day two. Everyone will
return home from Washington with first-hand knowledge of the political system in action and confidence knowing
you can make a difference.
REGISTRATION FEE
Postmarked by February 15:
$205
Postmarked after February 15:
$260
Online registration available at http://www.ascls.org/events
SCHEDULE
Monday, March 16: Registration/Continental Breakfast 7:30am, Sessions 8:00am-5:00pm, Wine Reception 6:00pm
Tuesday, March 17:
Breakfast 7:00am, Capitol Hill Appointments 9:00am-12:00pm, Departure 12:30pm
ACCOMMODATIONS
All attendees will be housed at the Hilton Alexandria Old Town, located in historic Alexandria, VA; convenient to
shopping, Reagan National Airport and the King Street Metro stop (Blue and Yellow Lines). A block of rooms has been
set aside for Legislative Symposium attendees and will be held until February 27 th. Accommodations are $149 for
single or double rooms, plus any additional applicable taxes. To make reservations, please call the Hilton directly at
800-445-8667 and mention Hilton Old Town and the event, the American Society for Clinical Laboratory Science.
Register online at www.ascls.org/events
Or mail this form to: ASCLS, 1861 International Drive, Suite 200, McLean, VA 22102
If paying by credit card, you may FAX the form to 571.354.7571 OR email to elissap@ascls.org

LEGISLATIVE SYMPOSIUM 2015 REGISTRATION
Name_________________________________________________________ASCLS/CLMA/ASCP/AMT/AGT
#_______________
Member # ____________________

Member

City_____________________State___ZIP_____________ Email_______________________________________________________
Daytime Phone # _____________________ FAX#_________________________
Enclosed is my payment of $ ____________________________





(Make check payable to ASCLS)



Visa
MasterCard
Am Ex
Paying by credit card? Please complete the following:
Cardholder Name______________________________________________________________________________
Card # _________________________________________________________________ Expiration Date _____________
Signature ___________________________________________________________________
NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED AFTER FEB. 19TH; THEREFORE PLEASE PLAN TO SEND A REPLACEMENT IF YOU MUST
CANCEL. THANK YOU
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Hello Present and Future CLS Professionals!
It is with great honor that I introduce the ASCLS National
Student Forum Officers and give you a taste of what
our goals are for the upcoming year.
Elizabeth J. Ezeb (LA) – Chair:
I am so excited to be in a position
where I can serve those of this
profession. I am a recent graduate
of Louisiana State University
of New Orleans CLS program. I
am now an employee in automated
chemistry and hematology
laboratory for Ochsner Medical Center of New Orleans.
Being a member of ASCLS has given me the drive and
tenacity to work diligently to promote who we are and
the importance of our role in patient care. My hope is
to serve and represent our profession with impeccable
dignity and great stature. It is well understood that
students are the future of this profession. I believe positive
encouragement and guidance on this career path
through ASCLS will play an intricate part in ensuring
the future of our profession and professional organization.
Jazmen Myers (TX) – Vice Chair:
Being elected to serve the students
of such a great profession is not
only an honor, but also an awesome
way of paying it forward. I am
currently a senior in the CLS
program at Texas State University
in San Marcos, Texas. I will begin
my clinical rotation in the spring and graduate at the
end of the summer. I have a passion about promoting
our profession and finding funds to assist students. I
believe with this passion we can ensure a bright future
for ASCLS through increased student involvement in
our organization. I understand that ASCLS allows the
opportunity to be a part of academic/professional
greatness and brings unity throughout the profession.
Kimaria Baker (TN) – Secretary:
I am more than honored to be elected
to serve the students of our profession.
I currently attend the CLS program at
the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center to obtain my MS-CLS.
I am also an employee at Methodist Le
Bonheur Healthcare – South Hospital.
I also serve on the ASCLS Awards

Committee. My hope is that more students are granted
the opportunity to attend the annual national meetings
and be exposed to what impact they could possibly
have on our profession. Being the recipient of the
ASCLS travel grant has given me the opportunity to
meet others in our profession, participate in the
ASCLS HOPE Project, and have a clear understanding
as to how ASCLS can assist in my professional
growth. I gladly extend the invitation to all students of
CLS to be a part of something that will directly impact
the future of the profession and be a resounding voice
for years to come.
From our hearts and thoughts to yours:
We hope this year’s journey will leave a positive and
everlasting mark that will forever grow the profession.
Our goals for the year are to collaborate with the New
and First Year Professionals Committee and implement
new fundraising tactics to support student and new
professional membership, tuition assistance, travel and
ultimately, the growth of our professional organization.
We are looking at avenues to promote the profession
on a high school level by visiting high schools and
discussing what CLS entails and plans to construct
an ASCLS summer program concentrated in medical
laboratory science. It is understood that ASCLS is the
representing entity on Capitol Hill. This is where our
pay, laws regarding patient care from the laboratory
aspect, and our role in healthcare are discussed and
voted on. Fellow CLS professionals must know there
is power in numbers and power resides in the unity
of our voice. If we start now, the Student Forum will
be a great contributing factor in this process. Kimaria,
Jazmen and I want to share our determination and
zeal for this profession. We hope to raise funds for
scholarships, increase community outreach, and
demonstrate the strength in the voice, value, and
vision of ASCLS.
At your professional service,
Elizabeth J. Ezeb, MLS(ASCP)CM
ASCLS Student Forum, Chair
Jazmen Myers
ASCLS Student Forum, Vice-Chair
Kimaria Baker, MLS(ASCP)CM
ASCLS Student Forum, Secretary
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Promotion of the Profession Committee –
What Does Promotion Mean To You?
Shelby Currier, ASCLS PPC Chair 2014-2015
Promotion of the profession means something a little
different to everyone. Why did you join the Promotion of
the Profession Committee (PPC) and what does
promotion of the profession mean to you? I asked
these questions to my fellow PPC members while
preparing to write this article. I joined the PPC as a
CLS student thinking how great it would be to spread
the word about my amazing college major with which
no one seemed to be familiar. Promotion of the
profession to me meant career recruitment. Career
recruitment materials such as video clips, PowerPoint
presentations and ideas for hands-on activities can
be found on the PPC website, but PPC does so much
more than help recruit future medical laboratory
professionals (MLPs).
Mary Ann ‘Provide the Face’ McLane, an ASCLS
past-president and longtime member of PPC, stated
in a response to what promotion means to her, “I am
convinced that we need to encourage our own colleagues
to be proud of their profession.” I never considered
this aspect of the committee before joining, but now
think of it as one of our most important. People proud
of their jobs talk about their work more often, speak
out about political decisions that affect their careers
and are more likely to be happy, productive employees.
If PPC can figure out how to inspire pride in all MLPs,
we wouldn’t need to exist because our colleagues
would be out promoting themselves.
Mary Ann and Ian Wallace are working on a new initiative
for PPC that may inspire pride and promote MLPs to
other people as well. The new charge is to ‘collaborate
with other clinical laboratory organizations to demonstrate
the value of the profession to ourselves, other healthcare professions and to the general public,’ and it is
so new you will need to check future issues of Society
News Now for updates.
Other PPC endeavors that promote our profession
to our profession include preparing the ASCLS Voice
column in ADVANCE for Medical Laboratory Professionals
and creating an ASCLS calendar. PPC’s Beth Warning
and Charlotte Romain organize the ASCLS Voice
articles by coming up with a list of potential

topics, finding and following up with authors and submitting
final drafts to ADVANCE. To view these articles, you
can subscribe to the digital edition or access past
articles on the website. Ryan Kennedy, Anietie Uko
and I are the PPC representatives working on the
calendar. The calendar is a collaborative project with
ASCLS’s Patient Safety Committee and will hopefully
inspire pride in the profession while reminding laboratory
professionals about patient safety. The calendar will
be available on the ASCLS website when completed.
Check Society News Now for updates.
One of PPC’s student members, Aquila Dunn, stated
that promotion of the profession is “about letting people
know that the lab is not just a place where specimens
come in and results go out.” Our society does not
understand what happens in a medical laboratory, but
PPC hopes to change that. The immediate
past-president, who this year is J.R. Constance,
works as ASCLS’s media responder. PPC works with
the media responder to identify any mention of our
profession in the media. Often, misrepresentations
need to be corrected, but sometimes a response can
be submitted praising a proper depiction of the lab.
PPC hopes that anyone can feel comfortable being
a media responder. The PPC website provides free,
downloadable Letters to the Media – templates for
responding to publications, news reports or TV
episodes. Be the voice of the laboratory profession in
your community!
PPC encourages individuals and state societies to
promote our profession via service projects. Service
projects give our profession a positive image in the
community while allowing us to give back. The ASCLS
Provides HOPE – Helping Other People Event has
been held at the annual meeting since 2010. PPC
members Jamie Mills, Joan Milius, Kelsey Turner and
Aquila Dunn are organizing the event for 2015. Each
year, a local charity is chosen so that ASCLS can give
back to the community hosting its annual meeting.
PPC encourages states to also give back throughout
the year by organizing the Promotion of the Profession
Fundraising Competition. Linda Laatsch is organizing
the competition this year. She will contact state
Continued on Page 15
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ASCLS New Professional of the Year Award

Masih Shokrani, Ph.D., MT(ASCP), ASCLS Awards Committee
One of the newest awards from ASCLS is the ASCLS New Professional of the Year. The
designation “new professional” was developed to encourage newly active ASCLS members to
maintain their relationship with ASCLS and give input to ASCLS leaders about what is important
in ASCLS membership to them. As we develop new members in each of our constituent societies,
and they become more dedicated to ASCLS and the profession, we would like to recognize their
commitment and their efforts. We can do this by nominating a dedicated new professional for
this award. What better way to thank someone for all their hard work, and encourage them to
continue to be the face of the profession!
Nominations and questions can be directed to awards@ascls.org. The deadline for nomination
is February 15, 2015.
We’d like to see the President of each constituent society or regional director nominate a new
professional for this award. Qualifications for the award and forms for nomination can be found
at http://www.ascls.org/about-us/celebrate/125-scholarships-and-awards2/new-professional-ofthe-year/101-new-professional-of-the-year.

Student Forum Leadership Award
Masih Shokrani, Ph.D., MT(ASCP), ASCLS Awards Committee
Do you have an ASCLS student member who has gone “above and beyond?” Someone who
shows enthusiasm for the organization and the profession? A student member who translates
that enthusiasm into activities that inspire students and others in the profession? Then this is
the award for your student!
The ASCLS Student Forum Leadership Award was developed to recognize ASCLS student
members who have become active in ASCLS during their student years, and to encourage
them to continue their commitment to ASCLS. All ASCLS student members are eligible
for this award. Educators: if you have a student member who has gone above and beyond,
encourage your constituent society president to nominate that student. The student must have
been an ASCLS member for 6 months prior to the nomination.
Nominations and questions can be directed to awards@ascls.org. The deadline for nomination
is February 15, 2015.
As with all ASCLS awards, it is an honor to be nominated and recognized by your peers. Nominate
a student today, and, by doing so, encourage him/her to continue being the “face of the profession.” Nominations may be made by the constituent society president or regional director.
Qualifications for the award and forms for nomination can be found at http://www.ascls.org/
about-us/celebrate/130-scholarships-and-awards2/student-forum- leadership/106-studentforum-leadership.
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ASCLS Constituent Society Member of the Year Recognition
The ASCLS Constituent Society Member of the Year Award recognizes members who have
contributed significantly to the field of clinical laboratory science as well as to the state and/or
national ASCLS in the past 5-10 years and, by outstanding example, inspired others as an
active member in the organization.
Every Constituent Society is encouraged to submit the name of their Member of the Year for
National Recognition at the Annual Meeting.
All Members of the Year will receive a plaque at the Awards Ceremony at the ASCLS Annual
Meeting. Their names will also be posted in the ASCLS booth in the Clinical Lab Expo.
Submission deadline: June 1, 2015.
Email the submission form, completed by the constituent society president, to ASCLS Awards
Committee, awards@ascls.org. Only one submission is allowed per constituent society.

ASCLS Annual Meeting Poster Competition
Marcella Yee, Awards Chair
The ASCLS Poster Competition encourages all members to present scientific posters and provides
a venue for laboratory education programs to showcase their students’ work in a poster format.
ASCLS invites all members to present their research or other relevant findings at the ASCLS
Annual Meeting Poster Competition.
Any student (undergraduate or graduate), faculty member, or practitioner who is an ASCLS
member may apply to submit a poster. Institutions are not limited to a certain number of submissions.
The presentations will be judged by peer-review onsite, and awards will be given in the following
categories: professional member, graduate student, and undergraduate student.
The winners will be announced during the member awards ceremony at the ASCLS Annual
Meeting. The graduate student and professional member winners will each receive a
complimentary, one-year Professional I membership in ASCLS. The student with the winning
poster will receive a cash prize of $500 to be awarded by the ASCLS E&R Fund.
Submission deadline is April 1, 2015. Complete submission guidelines and instructions may be
found at http://www.ascls.org/annualmeeting. Guidelines for graduate students and professional
members can be found in the “Call for Abstracts” document, and the guidelines for undergraduate
students can be found in the document “Undergraduate Poster Competition Guidelines.” Any
further questions can be directed to Karrie Hovis at karrieh@ascls.org.
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The 24 Hour Urine Collection…the Lab’s Source of Angst or Joy?
Stacy Walz, PhD, ASCLS Patient Safety Committee
“I ran out of room in the jug, so I put the rest in this old mayonnaise jar. Is that okay?”
“I forgot to put the collection hat in the toilet one time when I used the bathroom today, so I missed adding that
urine to the jug. Will that be a problem?”
“I am so sorry, but a little feces is mixed in with the urine. Will that affect the test?”
“My refrigerator was so full I had no room to store the jug in there. I kept it on the bathroom counter. That doesn’t
matter, does it?”
We have heard all nature of excuses and explanations from patients when they drop off their 24 hour urine collection
jugs, for why the integrity of the specimen might not be sound. Of course, we laboratory professionals know that
if we get garbage in (i.e. the poorly collected specimen), only garbage goes out (i.e. erroneous and potentially
harmful results). It is our duty to educate our patients on proper specimen collection, either directly or through the
clinicians and nurses.
Wouldn’t it be great if there was an easy-to-understand, succinct document available that could be given to the
patient to help them collect the best 24 hour urine specimen possible? It’s your lucky day! The ASCLS Patient
Safety Committee has already created just such a document, and it is available to you for download from the
ASCLS website as a member benefit! The colorful document provides a brief explanation of the importance of proper
collection of a 24 hour urine specimen, step-by-step instructions for the process, answers to frequently asked
questions, and an area where your laboratory can personalize your name and contact information. So stop trying
to ‘reinvent the wheel’ as they say! Let 24 hour urine collection be a source of joy in your lab! The ASCLS Patient
Safety Committee is on task with the creation of products that help make your job easier, and keep patients safe
as well. Check out the available products at www.ascls.org/patient-safety.

www.ascls.org/webinars
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What is Your Level of Commitment
to Your Profession and ASCLS?
Suzanne Campbell, PhD, MLS(ASCP)CM
Region VI Director
During the past few years our ASCLS presidents have
urged us to Provide the Face, Be the Voice, Feed Your
Passion and Believe in ASCLS. To do all of these, it
requires that we are committed to our profession and
our professional organization. What is your level of
commitment to medical laboratory science and the
American Society for Clinical Laboratory Science?
Region VI, like all of the other regions of ASCLS,
provides many opportunities at the state, regional and
national level to demonstrate your commitment to the
profession. Your level of involvement and amount of
time you might need to share with the organization is
variable so each member can find a way to support
our profession.
At the state level, each state constituent society elects
and appoints members to leadership positions. This is
a great way to become involved at the state level and
to be mentored by others who have previously served
in leadership roles. This is also an opportunity for long
time leaders to mentor others and ease them into leadership roles. Each state and sometimes local chapters
offer annual continuing education meetings. Being
a committee member for the state meeting provides
another avenue of support for the society. The state
meetings are a wonderful opportunity to earn continuing
education, network with colleagues and develop
lifelong friendships. Often at the state level, collaboration
ensures a successful meeting whether it is by partnering
with more than one state within the region or with
another laboratory associated professional organization.
Opportunities at the regional level include elected
and appointed positions to the Region VI Council.
While these are also considered leadership positions,
the individuals in these roles often serve as liaisons
between the national and regional level. The member
acts as the communication conduit for information and
input. The Region VI Council members meet face to
face in the fall of each year and then we conduct two
to three conference calls each year. The Council consists
of the region director, state presidents, president-elects,
secretary, treasurer, first year professional, and student
forum chair as voting members. The appointed
positions include representatives for government

affairs, leadership development, membership, new
professionals, political action, product development,
promotion of the profession and the student forum
advisor. The Council provides vision and direction for
Region VI.
National committees, Board of Directors meetings,
Legislative Symposium, and the ASCLS annual meeting
are a few of the venues that allow for involvement at
the national level. The national committees are often
composed of representatives of each region. The
members meet during the annual meeting and then
monthly via teleconference. A staff member and board
member act as liaisons to the committees. The Board
of Directors’ meetings are open to all members and I
strongly encourage you to attend the meetings.
Demonstrate your commitment and passion about
your profession as it relates to action items for
consideration before the board by speaking up.
Each member has the opportunity to attend the Legislative
Symposium to learn about government affairs and
political initiatives that impact the clinical laboratory.
This is an educational event that truly demonstrates
one voice and one vision through the collaborative
efforts of ASCLS and other laboratory science
organizations. Visit your congressman to share with
them who you are and what you do to provide quality
patient care. It is definitely an eye-opening experience!
The ASCLS annual meeting is an event that all ASCLS
members should experience. You will be able to attend
the world’s largest clinical laboratory exposition as
we partner with the American Association of Clinical
Chemistry. Numerous continuing education sessions
are available as well as networking with other professionals.
As an elected delegate, you are seated on the floor
of the House of Delegates. The House of Delegates
offers members a mechanism to determine the future
direction of our profession. There is something special
about more than 200 members being seated for the
House of Delegates. ASCLS is truly a grassroots
organization that allows input from its members!
While laboratory professionals are hard-working
individuals, we have fun too! I encourage you to
Continued on Page 15
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Rebirth of an Annual Regional Meeting
Joshua X. Pulido, MLS(ASCP)CM
ASCLS-CA President
Just over three years ago, I relocated from Utah to
Southern California for work. With this change, I also
switched state societies and converted from Region
VIII to Region X. Upon arrival, I was greeted with open
arms by Ginger Weeden, the Region X director, who
was also a Region VIII transplant. At the next annual
ASCLS meeting in Los Angeles, I attended my first
Region X caucus and was elected treasurer. At this
meeting, the Region made a decision to revitalize
the annual regional meeting in the spring of 2013. A
planning committee was established and we were off
and running bringing this meeting to life.
Mesa, Arizona was chosen to be the meeting location
and it was decided to time the meeting with Major
League Baseball’s (MLB) Spring Training that was taking
place at the same time. The planning committee left
the annual meeting with their respective assignments
and returned home to make this event happen. In
October, the planning committee reconvened in person
at a proposed venue to view the meeting space and
secure the venue. A planning meeting followed that
morning at the venue and progress was reviewed and
additional action items were determined. The meeting
was coming together. Over the next several months,
there were countless e-mails and numerous conference
calls with the planning committee reviewing progress
and making course corrections as needed.
Fast forward to March 2013. It was a warm Tuesday
evening in the middle of March. The majority of vendors
had arrived and set up throughout the day. It was a
great evening to be outside and enjoying the company
of others. With the conditions being perfect, the Region
X Spring Training Symposium opened with an evening
reception welcoming all to our meeting. It was
attended by a mix of attendees and vendors and a
great evening of networking and socialization ensued.
Wednesday morning arrived and the meeting was in
full swing. The hallway of the convention center at the
hotel was filled with attendees arriving and checking
in at the registration desk. The exhibitors were busy
adding the final touches to their booths in preparation
for the exhibit hall to open. And finally the planning
committee was taking a sigh of relief that the day had
come and the meeting was moving forward successfully.

The program committee did an amazing job putting
together three complete days of continuing education
that included two parallel tracts covering all major lab
disciplines. The vendor/exhibit team did a great job in
finding a large group of vendors that filled the exhibit
hall and provided the laboratory community with
access to the latest and greatest advancements inthe
marketplace; the meeting was a success.
As a Region, we decided to do an encore. At the
annual meeting in Houston, we reconvened the planning
committee and established assignments. We secured
the same venue and proceeded to plan our 2nd annual
Region X Spring Training Symposium. Planning this
meeting for 2014 presented some new challenges that
we hadn’t experienced the previous year. This time we
tried a new approach with the vendors. We raised the
vendor fees slightly while reducing the attendee fees
to $25 per day or all three days for $50. The Sunshine
Act also presented some challenges in securing some
of the previous vendors and reduced the amount of
sponsorship we had from the vendors for breaks and
meals. However, we did work with the hotel and three
vendors were able to bring their large trucks on-site
to provide instrument demonstrations. The program
committee did a great job again establishing a
program with two tracts and a great slate of speakers.
They also ran into a few bumps in the road when
working with the vendors to sponsor a speaker. We
learned that the Sunshine Act limits the number of
times a speaker can speak for a given vendor, with the
lesson learned to get our speaker requests in early.
Meeting day arrived and we had good attendance,
although it was down from the previous year. We had
great continuing education sessions and a full exhibit
hall of vendors eager to talk with the attendees. The
2nd Region X Spring Training had come to a close.
At the national meeting in Chicago, during the Region
X caucus, we discussed lessons learned and discussed
the possibility of switching venues to see if we could
increase participation and attendance. California discussed
hosting the meeting with their state leadership. It was
decided that California will host the 3rd annual Region
X meeting. This year, the event was held at the end of
January in Southern California.
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The School of Allied Health Professions (SAHP) of the Louisiana
State University Health Sciences Center New Orleans (LSUHSC)
seeks ... applications from qualified candidates
The LSUHSC Department of CLS is strongly
for a 12-month tenure track faculty position to serve as
Head of the Department of Clinical Laboratory Sciences
(CLS). The Department Head serves as a leader,
advocate and administrator of CLS research, teaching,
and service efforts. Responsibilities of the Department
Head include, but are not limited to: cooperative
relations with other departments, hospitals and centers
within and outside the SAHP; hiring, supervising,
supporting and evaluating faculty and staff; supervising
all departmental expenditures, and representing CLS
interests to the Dean, LSUHSC administration, and
the public.
Required qualifications of the candidate include an
earned doctorate degree in the basic sciences or a
closely related field, 5 years of professional laboratory
experience, 5 years of teaching experience, eligibility
for Louisiana CLS licensure, professional qualifications
and experience consistent with the requirements for
appointment to the rank of Associate Professor or
Professor with tenure, evidence of active participation
in national professional societies, evidence of
scholarship demonstrated by funded research,
professional publications in peer-reviewed journals,
etc. Preferred qualifications include American Society
for Clinical Pathology – Board of Certification (MT or
MLS) and experience in administrative roles.

committed to continuing its reputation of excellence in
research, teaching and service. The Department, which
currently has six full-time faculty members, grants a
Bachelor of Science degree in Medical Technology.
LSUHSC and the greater New Orleans metropolitan
area offer a broad range of opportunities for collaborative research and service. The LSUHSC SAHP is
part of the New Orleans Biomedical District, which
includes the new University Medical Center, the new
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center in New
Orleans, the Louisiana Cancer Research Center, and
the New Orleans BioInnovation Center. New Orleans
is a vibrant city rich in cultural diversity and identity.
Interested applicants should email a letter of application
and curriculum vitae to Dr. Erin Dugan, Search
Committee Chair, LSU Health Sciences Center,
Associate Dean of Academic Affairs, School of Allied
Health Professions, emart3@lsuhsc.edu.
Salary package is competitive and commensurate
with qualifications. Application reviews will continue
until the position is filled.
LSUHSC SAHP has a strong commitment to the
principle of diversity and seeks a broad spectrum of
candidates. LSUHSC is an equal opportunity employer.

Member Renewal Thank You!
• ASCLS thanks you for renewing your 2014-15 membership
• Receive 6 online quizzes at no charge to help with your
CE needs
• For details* go to http://www.ascls.org/?Edu_MTY
We know you have choices as to which organization you
belong and we are thrilled you chose ASCLS!
			
			
			

*For PF1, PF2 and FYP members who
renewed by 9/1/14
*Must complete quizzes by 7/31/15
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From Page 1 into the VA system – specifically
MDs, nurses, social workers,
Ensuring that employment, education, mental health providers, and other
and training programs are “jobhealthcare professionals as identified
driven”— designed to take business by the Secretary of the VA. This has
and workforce needs into account.” the potential to impact the clinical
laboratory profession and possibly
The demand for clinical laboratory
create opportunities for recruitment
services is projected to require an
of new positions needed to provide
addition 70,000 clinical laboratory
personnel between 2012 and 2022, care. ASCLS urges laboratory
according to projections by the U.S. professionals employed within
the VA system to communicate
Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
their laboratory needs to adminamounts to a 22 percent increase
istration so staffing requirements
in clinical laboratory personnel.
can be addressed.
Veteran’s Health Administration
The Veterans’ Access to Care
Conclusion
through Choice, Accountability, and While the media focuses on much
Transparency Act of 2014 (H.R.
of the inaction of Congress, it is
3230; P.L. 113–146) was enacted
important to note that Congress does
to address the ongoing Veterans
manage to enact meaningful, bipartisan
Health Administration scandal. The legislation that can have an impact
law will expand the number of
on patients’ access to health care
options veterans have for receiving
services. With your help, ASCLS
care and grant the Secretary of
will continue to press Congress on
Veterans Affairs (VA) more power
the key issues impacting the
to fire senior officials.
delivery of essential clinical
laboratory services.
On July 30, President Obama
signed the $16.3 billion legislation
enacted by the Congress. The
impetus for this legislation was reports
Hotlanta
From Page 1
of lack of access and long wait
times for veterans to receive care.
Returning features from this past
Spurred by public outrage, the
meeting:
Congress enacted groundbreaking
• Student Silent Auction
legislation to address many of the
• Free lunch with the Exhibitors
identified concerns.
on Wednesday and Thursday
The law allows veterans to receive
• Free breakfast on Thursday and
care outside the VA if they live more
Friday and Lunch on Friday,
than 40 miles from a VA facility or if
provided by ASCLS
they wait longer than 30 days for an • Ninety minute sessions for
appointment. One important adminselected topics
istrative measure included in the
Other “regular” sessions that will be
bill gives the Secretary of the VA
system the right to hire/fire immediately presented include: “Member
Submitted Research Papers”,
based on performance. There will
be some restructuring within the VA “Student Forum,” and the “Health
Care Forum.”
system and quality of facilities will
also be addressed.
From committee meetings to the
Some $5 billion has been authorized House of Delegates, most governance
for recruiting new health professionals meetings are open to all members.

Join other members who share your
interest in a particular laboratory
discipline by attending the Scientific
Assembly section meetings. This is
networking at its best.

Workforce

The Clinical Laboratory Exposition
will be held at the Georgia World
Congress Center and is the largest
trade show of laboratory equipment
and services in the world. The
Center is next door to our hotel, the
Omni CNN Hotel so it is a short walk
to see all the latest technology.
The Expo has become a truly
international event with hundreds of
laboratory diagnostic suppliers and
corporations participating.
It’s time to start making plans for
July 28-August 1 in Atlanta. See y’all there!
President’s Message From Page 2
in giving back to my profession,
and working with the wonderful
leaders we have in ASCLS.
• It’s a learning experience – ASCLS
is a great way to constantly
meet professionals with expertise
in different specialties. As a
life-long learner, if you open
your mind to new things, you
benefit greatly.
• Inspiration – The people who
volunteer for ASCLS leadership
positions at all levels of the
Society, and especially the
young professionals just starting
their careers, are so impressive.
Our volunteers drive me to do more.
• It’s good for the spirit. There are
many ASCLS leaders that give
their time and expertise generously to further the goals of the
Society. It is a privilege to be
among the many well-respected
ASCLS members who are helping
to advance the profession and
the clinical laboratory science
professional.
So, how do we motivate others
Continued on Page 15
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President’s Message From Page 14

MLPW activities. Look for a list of
ideas to help celebrate on the
ASCLS website, and participate
during MLPW 2015 on the ASCLS
social media pages.

to become active volunteers in
ASCLS and take advantage of
the opportunities for professional
development? I like to believe
that we have a culture in ASCLS
that welcomes new people and
new ideas, a culture which gives
them an opportunity to succeed
in their personal and professional
goals, and where they can practice
becoming a proficient leader in
a safe environment. Learning to
chair a Committee or Board in
your state society prepares you
for taking on similar roles in your
private life or at your workplace.
I feel that my experiences in
ASCLS provided me with the skills,
confidence and self-esteem to be
your ASCLS President. Although
ASCLS certainly depends on
volunteers to carry out our goals,
have you thought about how your
active membership in ASCLS can
also benefit you? If you don’t know
where to start, contact your ASCLS
state president, or you can contact
me directly. Why not give it a try?

Promotion

From Page 7

presidents in the spring, requesting
a list of fundraising activities for the
past year. The deadline to submit
entries is usually early June. The
total amount raised is divided by the
number Professional I and II members
in the state. Awards are given to
the top three states at the
annual meeting.
Medical Laboratory Professionals
Week provides an opportunity to
really promote our profession to
everyone. PPC helps Karrie Hovis,
ASCLS’s Director of Professional
Development and Project Management,
promote ASCLS materials for
MLPW and provide resources for
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No matter what promotion of the
profession means to you – career
recruitment, inspiring pride in your
colleagues, improving our public
image – it is a vital part of improving
our profession. Now that you know
all about what PPC is up to, I
challenge you to find one way to
‘provide the face’ in 2015.

Commitment

From Page 11

participate in the social events
at your state meeting. Region VI
Council members join together for
an evening meal each fall. Region
VI members and guests are invited
to attend the Rho Sigma dinner at
the annual meeting. We recognize
and congratulate the outstanding
Region VI member who has earned
the prestigious Rho Sigma award.
Enjoy social time with colleagues
and friends at the First Timers and
Presidents receptions at the annual
meeting. Delicious food, dancing to
the DJ (sometimes dance contests
break out) and great conversations
abound.
As you demonstrate your commitment
to your profession and your
organization, I challenge you to
provide the face, be the voice, feed
your passion and believe in ASCLS
by acting as one voice, one vision!
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